WORKING WITH YOU
for
Stress Free Personalised Packaging

Statement of Confidentiality: This proposal and supporting materials contain confidential and proprietary business information of Weltrade Packaging.
These materials may be printed or photocopied for use in evaluating the proposed project, but are not to be shared with other parties. As per our Terms &
Conditions on the website. www.weltradepackaging.com.au
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Introduction
With over 20 years experience in supplying and packaging design we can provide a creative custom solution
or tweak one of our many proprietary packaging options to get exactly the look and features you need. We
are a specialist in supplying today’s most innovative, high quality plastic packaging to hair, skin and beauty
product manufacturers. Our mission statement “is to develop ground breaking, problem solving solutions to
meet and exceed our customer’s needs”.
Whether you are sourcing tubes, bottles, jars, pumps, sprays, airless packaging or more, and with our
decoration expertise in screen print, hot foil, labels or shrink sleeves, we are ready to assist.

Quality is important to us!
With offices in Queensland and Asia, we pride ourselves on offering a personal service. Our team of
experienced professionals means we cover all aspects of the packaging supply chain including • Expert advice on what can work and how to carry out product in-package testing.
In-house specialist packaging designers for a 100% custom design that will make an impact.

•

Latest 3D CAD mould design and technology.

•

Technical expertise in extrusion blow moulding, injection moulding, two stage PET packaging
production and tube extrusion.

•

Full time dedicated quality control staff checking products to specifications.

•

Logistics networks to your filling location anywhere in the world.

•

These are co-ordinated by our customer care team to ensure you have all the
information to make the right decisions for your project and that it arrives on
time for filling..

Quality Certified
AU1462-QC
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“Expertise in manufacturing”

ISO 9001:2015

•

Who we are
Weltrade has been established for over 20 years, and
service clients all over Australia and internationally. We are
known for our service and high quality products, and being
able to deliver on time.

What makes us different
We strive to be the best at what we do and offer:
•

Accredited ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management
System

•

We push the boundaries to give you a point of
difference.

•

Provide outstanding Customer Service

•

In house design

•

Expertise in manufacturing

Full time dedicated quality control
staff checking products to specifications
OUR MISSION
Our Mission statement is to develop ground breaking,
problem solving solutions to meet and exceed our
customer’s needs. Our packaging will not only keep your
product safe, it will assist in boosting your sales by making
a great first impression.

OUR VALUES
• To provide our clients with a one on one personal
service and to attend to their every need.
• Ensuring a Stress-Free approach in packaging supply.

• To provide our clients with quality packaging that
exceeds their expectations.
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• Educating our clients on Packaging and Design.

Director’s Statement
I have a confession to make… I am passionate about cosmetic
packaging! You might even call me a packaging tragic.
I’m that guy you see in supermarkets and high-end department
stores picking up bottles and jars and examining them. When
travelling overseas for business and family holidays – I tend to be
looking at packaging (in all different shapes and sizes) to pick up on
emerging trends and how it could apply to the skin care industry.
I started in Packaging in 1994 with a plastic injection and plastic
extrusion blow moulding company. This was a great experience to
learn the differences in resins and how they react when paired with
different formulations.
In 2005 we established Weltrade Packaging to satisfy the need for a
complete packaging solution for the personal care space. We now
service brands all over the world with expertise that covers the full
spectrum from concept to design to on time supply management
and follow up service.
I am proud of the team we have brought together that share in my
values to make sure that the packaging process is stress free and
helps our clients achieve their goals.

FOR STRESS FREE
PERSONALISED PACKAGING
What do you love about packaging?
I get asked what is it that I love about packaging? The honest
answer is when I get to see our clients products succeed by
getting on retailer’s shelves or winning awards for their category. I
understand the time they and us put into each packaging project
and feel a part of their journey.

Biggest Achivement?
Our greatest packaging achievement is getting to where we are
from starting this business in 2005. Even though I already had
11 years background in the manufacture of packaging, to start
from zero to build this business to one that works regularly with
brands of all sizes from FMCG to start up brands looking to make
their mark. The next couple of years are looking really exciting for
Weltrade Packaging.

Where to?

“Your Success is our Success”
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Moving forward I would like Weltrade Packaging to be
synonymous with packaging for personal care and also wellness
industries. We work hard in providing free content for various
groups of industry professionals on LinkedIn around the world
and honored to be the packaging specialist in the bimonthly
edition of Science of Beauty. Through research and writing it
makes sure our team stay ahead of the curve and continue to
provide a solution for your packaging needs.

Quality Policy Statement
As part of our continuing commitment to quality improvement, control & performance,
Weltrade Packaging Pty Ltd places special emphasis on understanding client requirements
in order to meet and exceed their expectations.
We understand that continual improvement of the Weltrade Packaging Pty Ltd quality
management system is essential to our success and growth within our industry and to
assure this have committed to set and review specific and measurable quality objectives
and targets on an annual basis at management review meetings.
Weltrade Packaging Pty Ltd has a proven track record of providing quality solutions and
services to our clients and stakeholders, thus giving us a competitive advantage in the
market place. Our history of service provision has led to new and repeat business based on
high levels of customer satisfaction.
The consequent objectives of management and personnel of Weltrade Packaging Pty Ltd
are to:
• Implement and maintain a quality management system;
• Provide objective evidence that the planned quality management system is
implemented and maintained in accordance with management policies;
• Seek to understand customer requirements and act promptly and courteously to all
customer feedback
The Quality Management System outlined in this Manual is designed to satisfy the
requirements of AS/NZS ISO 9001: 2015 and has the full support of management
and personnel of Weltrade Packaging Pty Ltd, and its successful implementation and
maintenance is a commitment by them. Proper adherence to all quality related activities,
legislative, standards and active participation in all quality related activities are a
requirement of all personnel in the Company.
ISO 9001:2015

Quality Certified
AU1462-QC
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Steve Welsh

Team
When you are developing your brand, designing the packaging is the best part.
It’s exciting to see a brand develop right in front of our eyes. What was just a
distant dream now takes tangible shape and becomes an inherent reality. Weltrade
Packaging has a team of well-trained professionals that will see to your every need;
be it the selection process, design and management, down to delivering your
order, we strive to make your dream a reality

Creative Director

Kumere as in Come here, specialises in
greeting our clients when they come. He
can be quiet demanding and expect a pat.
Very Friendly is Kumere
Reception

“20+ years of experience”

Leanne assists Steve and Clients with
orders and keeps our clients up to date
on where their orders are. If you need any
assistance Leanne is available to help.
Customer Care

Joshua ensures we have fresh and relevant
content, managers our websites and works
in new business with Steve. He loves to
travel..
Digital Marketing & Business Devlopment
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Andrea is our Creative Director, and
Packaging Designer expert. She has had
10 years experience designing. Andrea
loves using special finishes in her designs
ie varnishes, foils, custom dies to add that
little bit of WOW factor.

WHAT WE ARE KNOWN FOR
Experience
With Director Steve and his 20+ years of experience which
he has passed onto all staff. The team at Weltrade Packaging
have the experience and knowledge to inform our customers
with correct information regarding their packaging.

A Personal Service
We will be there for any questions regarding your
packaging. We believe in providing exceptional
customer service and are contactable via email,
phone, or in person, 5 days a week.

Quality Products
Weltrade Packaging is an ISO compliant company
with our factories also being ISO approved and
assessed to meet Australian standards. This means
you will not need to worry about your packaging
being any different from what you ordered.

Education
The Packaging industry can be quite
daunting as the terminology and
information you will need to know before
picking your packaging can be confusing.
We will educate you and help you along the
way so that you can be rest assured you’ve
made the right decision.

Custom Moulds
Modifying a stock item is a fast, simple way
to get a unique look without the cost of
tooling up a complete package.

Packaging Design
Don’t have a designer or your designer isn’t
pre-press trained. We are happy to offer
our in-house packaging designer for your

“First Impressions Count”
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packaging artwork needs.

“Help grow your business”
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Just some of the Brands we work with

How We Can Transform
A Package
Personalisation has been dubbed as the ultimate form of uniqueness. A brand that is
unique and creates a sense of intimacy with the customers will succeed. The more unique
the packaging is, the more it will stand out from its competitors. At Weltrade Packaging
we can transform your packaging to create a point of difference. We can do this by your
artwork and by creating custom moulds.
Packaging Artwork can be described as the process of mixing up elements of design, final
technical data, regulatory and marketing information into a final graphic file.
A great combination is combining your unique artwork with a custom shape. Weltrade
Packaging offers a service of Custom Moulds. This is created by extrusion blow moulding,
injection moulding or 2 stage PET moulds. You can also receive a 3D version of your
custom mould in only a matter of days.

LABELLING

CUSTOM SHAPES
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PRINTING

OUR RANGE

Bottles
Whether you are after HDPE (High Density Polyethylene), which has a
recycle code 2, has a good oxygen barrier, is squeezable & matte in finish
OR PET bottles (Polyethylene Terephthalate) which are great for cosmetic
and skin care products, with high clarity, good chemical and essential oil
resistance, and a recycle code of 1. We are sure to cater most shape options
with our stock range of bottles that we can easily colour in your desired
tone. Our stock shape range continues to grow by the month.

Jars
Our extensive range of jars made from PET, PP and Acrylic come in many
different shapes and sizes to suit your application. We offer any of our
standard shape ranges in any pantone colour with achievable minimum
order quantities.

Tubes
If it is a tube you are after from 3ml to 400ml, then we have a solution for
you. We supply hundreds of thousands of tubes per year to leading cosmetic
brands in various formats such as five layer EVOH barrier tubes, single layer,
plastic barrier laminate and aluminium tubes. All are made to order, printed
or labelled, ready to fill and sell. You can dispense through nozzles and
pumps with the option on larger sizes for foil induction seals and flip top
caps in matte or gloss finishes, based on your needs.

Airless Systems
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We offer stock and made to order solutions to suit your needs. Whether
it be a recyclable Polypropylene or PETG option, or upscale your brand
image with one of our many acrylic shapes. Our external spring dispensing
mechanism ensures smooth delivery of your serums to enhance the overall
user experience.

OUR RANGE
Pharmaceutical Range
The Pharmaceutical Industry is constantly evolving, so at Weltrade
Packaging we make sure to continually provide high manufacturing
standards through initial stages of production, right through to delivery. We
offer a Pharmaceutical range for pharma jars, tablet bottles, and more. They
are made from HDPE and PET plastic which are BPA free and food grade
approved.

Box Packaging
It is just as important to have high quality box packaging as it is for your
product packaging. We offer a range of box packaging, from product boxes,
gift boxes, travel boxes, display boxes and more. Boxes are the perfect way
to accompany your product to help add an even more premium value to
your final goods.

Pouches
Our pouch range is the perfect option for customers who are seeking a
packaging solution other than Jars. We offer a variety of pouches from
laminate to paper which have many benefits. Pouches are a great option
for many wellness and cosmetic brands as they are lightweight, easy to
transport and don’t take up much space per unit.

Dispensers & Closures
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We offer a large range of dispensers and closures for all different types of
packaging and supply anything from pumps, sprays, caps in a range of
different sizes. Specifically, we offer lotion, treatment, foaming pumps, fine
mist, trigger sprays, disc top, flip top and screw caps, plus much more.

Not everyone has expertise in this area.
Thus, it’s helpful to seek out the guidance
of a packaging designer. This type of
designer specializes in making your
product stand out in retail, and makes
sure that your packaging design and
product design complement each other.
First Impressions
The biggest thing that a packaging
designer is responsible for is creating
a good first impression. Since the
packaging is the first thing that customers
see, they’ll already start to judge your
product before they even use it. This

means that your packaging design needs
not only to accurately reflect what your
product does, but also to make sure that it
pops out enough that it looks interesting
on the shelf. A packaging designer should
be able to help you in this area, and help
in coming up with ideas. All in all, though,
this is the part of packaging design that
shouldn’t be neglected.
Varied Design Skills
It is often the case that a packaging
designer isn’t tied to any one company.
Instead, he or she might work using
contracts. In any case, given that a
designer has to cater to the needs of
many different companies, it’s reasonable
to expect him or her to have a wide
variety of design skills, whether you’re
placing something in a can, in a box,
in plastic or wherever. Any designs
that are created have to both fit your
requirements as well as work nicely in
many different forms.
A Good Track Record
The best packaging designers should

“Help grow your business”

already have an established reputation,
and ideally it should be positive. Anyone
can claim to be a packaging designer,
but not everyone can claim to have
years of practical experience with actual
companies. Obviously it’s a huge plus if
a designer has experience in designing
packaging for well-known corporations.
The best way to determine a designer’s
qualifications is to ask for references. If a
designer declines to provide you any info,
this could be a potential red flag. After
all, anyone who has actual experience
shouldn’t be embarrassed about sharing
it, especially if it makes him or her look
better. The more experience a designer
has, the more likely it is that he or she will
nail your designs and allow your business
to reach new heights.
Inventiveness
Perhaps the most important quality that
you should expect from a packaging
designer is the use of inventive and
innovative techniques and ideas. Yes, it’s
probably enough to paste your logos,
designs and branding all over a box,
but what if you require a different kind
of box altogether? Will all of the logos
and branding work with that? Does your
product design work with it?
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A

company that sells products
to customers has many things
to worry about, but perhaps
the biggest worry (other than having
a working product) is marketing. More
specifically, a firm must be concerned
with how all of the packages are
designed. It might not seem like a big
deal, but packaging design tends to be
a pretty significant part of what makes
a business popular. After all, it’s the first
thing that the customer sees before he/
she opens it. It’s your chance to make a
great first impression before customers
even get to look at your product design.

Learn What to
Expect From Your
Packaging Designer
at Weltrade

Packaging Artwork is the process of combining

design elements,
final technical data,
marketing and regulatory
information into one final graphic!

Packaging designers that are truly innovative should have no problem
impressing you. Do note that while innovation is a good thing, you don’t
need to be overly ambitious with your design. If it turns out that a simple
box works just fine, then that’s the end of that. But if your packaging
designer has a better idea, then that’s a huge plus.
Experience
Not only in terms of working with many brands in various industries and
concentrating on their packaging meaning we stay on tend. But also our
experience as what special effects through colour, texture, print, can be
achieved on what medium.

We enjoy working with our clients as most of our clients
have been with us for a long time we have watch many
brands go from start up to becoming really successful.
Our approach to our clients is “Your success is our

success!”
At Weltrade, branding & identity and packaging design are our expertise.
We bring to the table many years of combined experience and are
committed to launching your business to new heights by establishing solid
and recognizable branding for your company. We will help you every step of
the way.
FIRST IMPRESSIONS COUNT
The main idea behind all of this design is to establish a solid first impression.
Design plays a huge role in this, and it is part of my duty as a qualified
designer to make sure that this first impression is both positive and longlasting. You might be able to change your corporate identity later on, but
you can never change the first impression that you make. It’s my job, , to
make everything as unique as possible so that you can maximize the impact
of your first impression.
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Design

- Packaging Design & Supply
STAGE 1

Concepts 		

14 - 21 Days

Meet with our creative team, and complete our detailed packaging brief • 3 x Alternative design concepts to suit brief packaging range and colour options presentation
• Each alternative will be presented in a digital mock up to represent how the brand would look across bottles and tubes etc.
• Max 4 Sku’s
• Also a hard copy presentation.
• A3 hard copy of product
• Jpeg - digital copy of digital mock up 5x7 Size.

Investment $1495.00 + GST

STAGE 2

Layout and Setup

7-10 Days

Artwork set Up for your chosen conceptIncludes
• Supplying a High RES print ready PDF
• 2 Authors edits to supplied copy
Bar codes creation if needed - $44 per sku
please allow 7-10 days to completed after supplying logo in eps, finished copy, finished ingredients lists and extra logos.

Investment $360 + GST per sku/product

STAGE 3

Management of Pre Production Samples		

21-28 Days

Colour Checking
• Prep Production samples

STAGE 4

Manufacture and Supply

8 - 12 Weeks

For Bottles and Jars - 6 to 8 weeks from approval of pre production samples.
• For Tubes - 8 -12 weeks from approval of pre production samples.
• Dispensers - 10 - 12 weeks from approval of pre production samples.

“Stress Free Personalised Packaging”
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• Pouches - 8 - 10 weeks from approval of pre production samples.

Please note we do not start artwork until everything is supplied. This includes logos (please ensure you supply logos only in eps formats), and a 50 %
deposit. You will have 2 rounds of authors corrections before charging will occur. We are not proof readers or copy writers, every effort will be ensured
that we have used the supplied copy. If we have made an error in copying we will amend that. Colour displays differently from computer to computer - if
you are using PMS colours please refer back to the PMS book.

Packaging Solutions

